Improving the first hyperpolarizability of anthracene through interaction with HX molecules (XF, Cl, Br): A theoretical study.
The variations in nonlinear optical activity (NLO) of anthracene (C14H10) was investigated via intermolecular interactions between C14H10 and HX molecules (XF, Cl and Br) using B3LYP-D3 method at 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. The stabilization of those complexes was investigated via vibrational analysis, quantum theory of atoms in molecules, molecular electrostatic potential, natural bond orbitals and symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) analysis. Furthermore, the optical spectra and the first hyperpolarizabilities of C14H10⋯HX complexes were computed. The adsorption of hydrogen halide through C14H10⋯HX complex formation, didn't change much the linear optical activities of C14H10 molecule, but the magnitude of the first hyperpolarizability of the C14H10⋯HX complexes to be as much as that of urea.